
Summary / Objectives:

Overview of Small Modular Reactor 
Technology Development

Nuclear electricity generation started with prototype and test reactors of a small 
size and low power. Relatively quickly these were replaced by increasingly larger 
nuclear power plants due to increased needs, economy of scale and limited 
available sites. For several years the interest in small modular reactors (SMRs) has 
increased with over 50 concept designs now under development. The IAEA defines 
SMRs as advanced nuclear power plants with one or more individual modules that 
each produce electric power up to 300 MWe. A module may be built in factories 
and shipped to nuclear sites for installation and added as the need arises. All 
advanced technologies are included (water cooled, Gen-IV systems and micro-
reactors). SMRs claim enhanced passive safety features, simplified design and 
operations, economy by numbers and the flexibility in hybrid energy systems 
and non-electric applications. The webinar highlights the attractive features of 
SMRs, major challenges, the current status of SMR technology and near-term 
deployment plans.

Meet the Presenter:

Mr. Frederik Reitsma is the Team Leader for SMRs in the 
Nuclear Power Technology Development Section of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Vienna. He 
joined the IAEA nearly 7 years ago and manages, coordinates 
and supervises the projects in this area. He provides technical 
and program leadership by identifying key future trends and 
technology development needs in cooperation with Member 
States. Previously, he was head of the High Temperature Gas 
Cooled Reactor project. Frederik holds a master’s degree in

Reactor Science and has published more than 90 papers. He has been invited as a 
speaker to many international workshops and conferences and led several 
international cooperation projects (such as OECD/NEA and GIF). He is a reactor 
physicist by training with extensive experience in SMRs and HTGRs nuclear 
engineering and analysis with core neutronics design and safety as focus areas. He 
worked on the South African PBMR project in different leadership positions for 13 
years. For the first 10 years of his career, he contributed to the OSCAR reactor 
calculational system development and performed cycle and reload analysis.
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The Generation IV International Forum invites you to attend web-based lectures on the next generation of 
nuclear energy systems and other cross-cutting subjects. Join internationally recognized subject matter experts 
and leading scientists in the nuclear energy arena for these short presentations. 

Upcoming Webinars 

26 August 2020 MSR Safety Evaluation in the U.S., Dr. David Holcomb, ORNL, USA 

22 September 2020 Integrated Energy Systems Laboratory Initiative, Shannon Bragg-Sitton 

28 October 2020 
Global Potential for Small and Micro reactor Systems to Provide 
Electricity Access, Dr. Amy Schweikert, Colorado School of Mines, USA 

For more information, please contact: Patricia Paviet at patricia.paviet@pnnl.gov or visit the GIF website at 
www.gen-4.org 

 

https://gif.jaea.go.jp/webinar/index_eng.html#webinar043
https://gif.jaea.go.jp/webinar/index_eng.html#webinar043


SMR has gotten interest from the point of Affordability of Economics, 
Modularization, Flexible application, Integration with Renewables, etc. 

IAEA already released SMR booklet
and ARIS database included SMR 
concepts.



Several SMR moved into 
Construction phase from Licensing phase.

Around 100 concepts were proposed and they are not only water cooled type but 
also from liquid metal, gas to molten salt, and from Marine-based to micro reactors.



SMR Key Design Features are introduced in the presentation as Modularization,  
Site specific considerations, physical security, Emergency Planning Zone, etc.



SMR Renewables Hybrid concepts and Flexible applications 
including co-generations were introduced with some examples.

Economics factors to make 
influenced into were introduced but 
still lots of uncentres in the cost 
estimations.  



Key Barriers vs Challenges:
Many barriers exist but also many advantages, 
challenges continue. 




